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Abstract 
A major drawback with the popular differential drive wheeled mobile robot (WMR) when autonomously navigating on smooth indoor 
surfaces is its inability to continuously maintain straight-line trajectories. The inherent weakness of its kinematic design leads to this 
severe dead reckoning error that inevitably accumulates over the distance traveled. The mobile robot then depends on high resolution 
wheel encoders and rapid feedback control data processing capability that must continuously struggle to minimize this unproductive 
systematic odometry error. This paper proposes an innovative and robust drive train mechanical design called dual planetary drive (DPD) 
that will both drive a non-holonomic wheeled robot in straight lines effectively and more importantly, minimize systematic odometry 
error without the need for complex electronic feedback control systems.  
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1. Introduction 
Wheeled Mobile Robots (WMR) are today not only increasingly used in industries but have since proliferated to the 
service sectors [1- 4]. According to International Federation of Robotics [5], an estimated total of 2.2 million service robots 
for personal and domestic use were sold in 2010 alone and these numbers could reach about 14.4 million units worldwide 
by 2014.  
In many mobile robot (MR) applications, the preferred mode of locomotion is wheels [6-8]. WMRs can be categorized as 
non-holonomic or holonomic depending on their mobility characteristics [2]. Non-holonomic WMRs can be generalized as 
capable of executing motion in only two degrees of freedom (2DOF) and need to maneuver along its travel path to reach 
any given position [9-11]. Maneuvering is when the WMR stops to re-orientate its wheels in the desired heading direction. 
However, the actual time taken for the maneuvering sequence is negligible [12]. Muir and Neuman [6] also described the 
2DOF WMRs as mechanically simpler than omni directional three DOF WMRs and are equally capable of following any 
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Fig.1. Comparison between a 2DOF and 3DOF WMR maneuvering sequence 
Most commercially available WMRs are actuated using a kinematic configuration known as the differential drive 
[3,4,13]. The design involves a pair of diametrically opposed driving wheels that are mounted parallel to each other on a 
common axis. Individual DC motors actuate the two wheels separately. Fig. 2 shows the construction of a typical 
differential drive WMR. This 2DOF kinematic arrangement allows the WMR to drive straight, turn in place or move along a 
curved path [11,14].  
 
 
Fig.2. Construction details of the differential drive WMR 
 With conventional WMRs such as the differential drive robot, dead reckoning is accomplished by monitoring the driven 
wheel revolutions from a designated start point using incremental optical encoders. Odometry is the term used to describe 
this relative positioning method and is computed based on wheel geometry and the number of pulses generated by the 
wheel-mounted encoder [15,16]. A low-level robot controller interprets and computes the encoder pulses into linear 
distances relative to the surface on which the WMR is traversing. Odometry provides very reliable position accuracy for 
short periods of time or distance traversed and is not affected by sensor drift as experienced by inertial based systems 
[7,15,17].  
Moreover, when no other form of external navigational reference can be utilized, odometry becomes the only means for 
the WMR to perceive its sense of instantaneous position and heading direction [7]. Along with the ability to prevent the 
WMR from critically loosing its way, an effective dead reckoning system will undoubtedly reduce the overall installation 
cost of a mobile robot system [17]. 
1.1. Problem Statement 
Despite being the most commonly adopted kinematic configuration for WMRs, the differential drive comes with a major 
design flaw. It is rather difficult to make this MR move in a straight-line over longer distances [14]. The two motors tend to 
rotate at different angular velocities despite being regulated with precisely the same voltage [18]. This drawback translates 
into an undesirable and unpredictable veering motion of the WMR from its intended straight-line trajectory [13]. Defined as 
systematic odometry error, the accumulating lateral position error grows in an unbounded fashion along with the distance 
traveled by the robot [15]. For the robot to move in a straight line, both the wheels must rotate at the same angular velocity 
[13,14,18]. To mitigate this inherent weakness, differential drive WMRs need a sophisticated electronic feedback control 
system that must constantly monitor and attempt to rapidly synchronize both its driven wheels [18,19].  
In a structured indoor environment that consists of doors and narrow aisle ways, the ability to move in a straight-line 
travel path is definitely advantageous [18]. Straight-line trajectories also generate the shortest travel distance when given a 
point-to-point location [13]. However, the adverse effects of systematic odometry errors are more prevalent when the WMR 
is operated on well paved and structured indoor facilities whereas non systematic errors become dominant when rough or 
undulated outdoor type of terrain is involved [15]. 
Another major flaw in the differential drive design is the inevitable mechanical misalignment between its two separately 
driven wheels. This coaxial misalignment creates an unproductive lateral drag that forces the robot to move in an 
unpredictable curved path leading to systematic odometry error [13]. These design specific mechanical imperfections 
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undoubtedly affects the dead reckoning accuracy of the WMR [15]. A well-known fact is that the kinematic design plays a 
vital role in motion control and wheel slip characteristics of WMRs [6].  
As WMRs begin to charter new areas of application, the growing challenge is to find intelligent design approaches that 
promote mechatronic simplification, creativity and robustness without sacrificing performance and functionality [20]. 
Despite many advancements made, investigations to improve on mechanical design of the mobility control system did not 
gain much attention from the MR research community [3,6]. Most well established documentations for WMRs were focused 
on deriving mathematical models to address non-holonomic motion planning and control problems [1]. Similarly, 
researchers from the field of artificial intelligence dominate work aimed at improving WMR odometry accuracy. Their 
solutions were based on feature extraction and map integration, which pays very little attention to the mechanical aspect of 
the mobile robot design [15]. 
2. Objective 
The paper presents an innovative mechanical design approach to overcome the deficiencies associated with the 
differential drive kinematic configuration. Here, the working principle of this elegant mechanism and how the entire drive 
train formulation guarantees a continuous straight-line motion capability and minimizes the systematic odometry error for 
indoor WMR application are described. The proposed design was also conceptually compared for its mechanical design 
superiority against an existing mechanical solution that was developed to drive a non-holonomic WMR in a straight line.  
2.1. Existing Mechanical Solution for Driving Straight  
Cervera [18] built an experimental drive train called the dual differential drive (DDD) and successfully demonstrated its 
ability to drive a WMR in a straight line without the aid of closed loop feedback control electronics.  Fig. 3 shows the 
construction of his DDD mechanism. To drive straight, both the driven wheels’ angular velocity were synchronized by 
actuating only one motor to drive an even number of gears that connected to individual left and right wheel differential 
gearboxes. A second motor that drove an odd number of gears also mated to these same differential gear boxes and was 
used to make the robot turn in place. Despite the advantage of a guaranteed straight-line travel when precisely assembled, 
the DDD solution did not address the fundamental mechanical design need to keep both its driven wheels coaxially aligned. 
Clearly this is a very critical feature to sustain continuous straight motion control and minimize systematic odometry error. 
Moreover, the bevel gear train used for transmitting torque from the motors to the driven wheels in a 90-degree orientation 
is kinematically inefficient [21].  
 
 
Fig.3. Dual Differential Drive construction 
3. A Novel Drive Train Solution to Minimize Systematic Odometry Error for Non-holomic WMRs    
Taking into account the advantages and limitations of the differential drive and the DDD, a unique drive train 
construction utilizing a pair of planetary gear trains (PGT) and two DC motors was formulated. The objective was to 
mechanically synchronize both the driving wheels continuously without complex electronic controls. This innovative 
mechanism was called dual planetary drive (DPD). Essentially, only one motor is activated at any one instance to drive the 
robot straight or turn on the spot. Only when the robot needs to move in a curved trajectory, both motors were activated 
accordingly. 
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3.1. Key Design Criteria for Dual Planetary Drive  
The non-holonomic WMR driven by the DPD must not rely on an electronic feedback control system to synchronize 
both its driven wheels in order to move in a straight-line trajectory. Equally important is to incorporate a mechanical feature 
that permanently maintains the coaxial alignment between both its driven wheels. The drive train must not be kinematically 
over constrained and must exhibit an independent 2DOF motion control capability in order to maneuver effectively in 
structured indoor environments. The ultimate aim is to minimize systematic odometry error with this novel mechanical 
design approach.    
3.2. Operating Principle of Dual Planetary Drive (DPD). 
The DPD borrowed its working principle from the single stage PGT. The unique advantage of a PGT is that it can be 
actuated with two inputs to produce a single output in contrast to conventional gear trains that provide only a single input 
and a single output [22]. Fig. 4 describes the construction of a typical single stage PGT.  
PGTs are also the preferred solution for transmitting power to drive wheels that require slower velocity but higher torque 
translation [23]. In fact PGTs provide higher speed reduction in compact spaces, greater load sharing capability, higher 
torque to weight ratio, reduced operating noise and vibration [24]. For the DPD to move and steer the WMR, the input is 
selected between the sun gear and the carrier whereas the output will always be the ring gear. Table 1 shows the three 
different actuation modes of the DPD that are used to transmit the torque from the motor to the robot’s driven wheels. 
Fig.4. Construction and schematic of a single stage PGT. 
Table 1. PGT configurations and activation modes for DPD 
DPD  Mode Input Element Fixed Element Output Element Resultant Trajectory 
I Sun Gear Carrier Ring Straight 
II Carrier Sun Ring On the Spot Rotation 
III Sun + Carrier None Ring Curvature 
 
The PGT is intelligently built into the MR wheel as shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. One PGT assembly is housed inside each 
driven wheel of the WMR. The ring gear is the final element that transfers the torques from the motor to the ground.   
 
 
Fig.5. Two sets of single stage PGTs drive the wheels of the mobile robot 
3.3.  Driving in a Straight Line 
In order to drive straight, the carrier is held stationary and the sun gear is driven. Stopping the rotation motor and 
activating the translation motor does this and forces the ring gear to rotate in the opposite direction of the sun gear. 
However, the sun gears on the left wheel PGT and the right wheel PGT are both locked to a common drive shaft that is 
actuated by the translation motor. As such, the left and right wheels will rotate at the same angular velocity and same 
direction. This mechanical synchronization ensures that the WMR moves in a straight line when driven backward and 
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forward. The drive train and its assembly in shown in Fig. 6.The power flow through the gear train is described in Fig 7. 
The gear train schematic diagram is illustrated in Fig. 8.    
 
Fig.6. Cross sections showing mechanical construction of DPD and the drive motors for going straight and turning on the spot 
3.4. Turning on the Spot 
When the robot needs to turn with a zero radius, the sun gear is now held stationary and the carrier is driven. In this 
instance the translation motor is stopped and the rotation motor is activated. The rotation motor drives both the left and right 
carriers simultaneously through another common drive shaft that is connected to the left and right simple gear trains. This 
feature makes the left and right PGTs rotate at the same velocity. However, the ring gears on the left and right wheel PGTs 
will rotate in opposite directions. This is because these PGTs are driven by odd number of gears on one side and an even 
number of gears on the opposing side. The drive train assembly is shown in Fig. 6 and its corresponding actuation is 
described in Fig. 7. The gear train schematic diagram is illustrated in Fig. 8.  
3.5. Driving in a Curved Trajectory 
When the WMR must navigate along a curved path, both the independent motors of the DPD are activated 
simultaneously in any required combination of speed and rotating direction. This action provides the different radius of 
curvatures for the WMR to effectively follow the programmed trajectory. 
 
 
Fig.7. Power flow through the compound gear train and PGTs to provide turning on the spot and straight line motion 
4. Advantages of the Dual Planetary Drive 
Although the design of the DPD may not be as simple as the differential drive in its construction, it clearly exhibits 
superior odometry error control ability from a design standpoint. The design of the DPD mechanism also inherently 
eliminates the need for a complex electronic feedback control system to synchronize both the left and the right driven 
wheels. Moreover, the coaxial alignment and interlocking needs between the two driven wheels are naturally incorporated 
into the hardware design itself. Another significant advantage in terms of odometry accuracy control is the mechanically 
synchronized left and right wheel velocity for accurate on the spot rotation of the WMR. Also, the PGT construction is very 
compact due to the radial arrangement of the gears and as such can be mounted within the driven wheel itself. 
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Fig.8. Illustration of entire gear train schematics for the proposed DPD mechanism 
5. Conclusion 
A novel drive train mechanism that minimizes systematic odometry errors for indoor non-holonomic WMR was 
presented. This purely mechanical solution is entirely capable of making a WMR move in a straight line without the aid of 
complex electronic feedback control systems. Moreover, this intelligent design fulfills the fundamental need to permanently 
keep both the driven wheels coaxially aligned. The drive train design itself provides all the advantages of the differential 
drive and DDD but is superior in terms of odometry error mitigation and dead reckoning accuracy. This research also strives 
to narrow the gap of limited mechanical design investigation work in the field of WMRs.  
A prototype of the DPD WMR as shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 is currently being constructed for further empirical 
experimentation. Its performance characteristics will be evaluated and published in the forthcoming papers progressively. 
Lastly, the merits of this unique drive train mechanism will certainly provide valuable insights into design ideas to improve 
autonomous navigation capability for outdoor WMRs as well. 
 
 
Fig.9. Prototype of the non-holonomic WMR with DPD mechanism 
 
Fig.10. WMR showing concealed PGT, DC brushless motors and fully meshed gear train from top and bottom view of assembly 
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